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paul s letter to the romans has been called the quintessence and perfection of saving doctrine perhaps the
most challenging and thoroughly doctrinal book of the entire new testament romans deals with many
issues that are basic to christian theology and practice in this volume respected new testament scholar
douglas j moo provides a superb study of paul s letter to the roman christians and restates the enduring
message of romans for christians today based on the english text but bringing into the discussion the
underlying greek at every point this commentary focuses both on theological meaning and on
contemporary significance moo contributes to the continuing debate regarding paul s teaching on such
issues as jewish law and the relationship between jews and gentiles in the people of god he also critically
interacts with the new perspective on paul highlights romans s emphasis on practical divinity and traces
the theme of gospel throughout the epistle publisher for more than twenty years douglas moo s nicnt
volume on romans has been providing pastors students and scholars with profound insight into paul s
most famous letter in this thorough revision of his commentary moo deals with issues that have come
into prominence since the first edition 1996 incorporating the latest research and rewriting the text
throughout for better comprehension exegetically astute and theologically minded moo interacts
critically with the new perspective on paul highlights the emphasis in romans on practical divinity and
traces the theme of the gospel throughout the letter his letter to the romans in this second edition will
inform and enlighten a new generation of serious bible readers our culture does not encourage thoughtful
reflection on truth yet living the gospel in a postmodern culture demands that christians understand and
internalize the truth about god and his plan for the world paul s letter to the romans remains one of the
most important expressions of christian truth ever written its message forces us to evaluate who we
are who god is and what our place in this world ought to be going beyond the usual commentary this
volume brings the meaning of paul s great letter into the twenty first century douglas moo comments on
the text and then explores issues in paul s culture and in ours that help us understand the ultimate
meaning of each paragraph a final section suggests ways in which the eternal theology of romans can be
understood and lived out in our modern culture brimming with lavish full color photos and graphics the
zondervan illustrated bible backgrounds commentary walks you verse by verse through all the books of
the new testament it s like slipping on a set of glasses that lets you read the bible through the eyes of a
first century reader discoveries await you that will snap the world of the new testament into gripping
immediacy things that seem mystifying puzzling or obscure will take on tremendous meaning when you view
them in their ancient context you ll deepen your understanding of the teachings of jesus you ll discover
the close sometimes startling interplay between god s kingdom and the practical affairs of the church
best of all you ll gain a deepened awareness of the bible s relevance for your life written in a clear
engaging style this beautiful set provides a new and accessible approach that more technical expository
and exegetical commentaries don t offer in this updated edition of his successful textbook a leading
evangelical new testament scholar offers a guide to the book of romans that is informed by current
scholarship and written at an accessible level the new edition has been updated throughout and features
a new interior design after addressing introductory matters and laying the groundwork for reading
romans douglas moo leads readers through the weighty argument of this significant book highlighting key
themes clarifying difficult passages and exploring the continuing relevance of romans as with other
volumes in the well received encountering biblical studies series this book is designed for the
undergraduate classroom and includes pedagogical aids such as photos and sidebars a test bank for
professors is available through baker academic s textbook esources god s saved israel examines identity
in the pauline corpus in terms of how paul expresses the new identity in christ in relation to the identity of
ancient israel in this study the way in which paul uses the terms israel israelite and judean is approached
on the basis of the way in which these terms were used in the second temple period by both insiders and
outsiders rather than presupposing that paul used it in a different way by thoroughly engaging with the
new perspective on paul and the radical new perspective on paul paul s conception of identity is pursued
mainly along theological exegetical lines especially in terms of the contrast between flesh and s spirit
while rom 11 26 which points to all israel that will be saved and gal 6 16 which points to the israel of
god who are blessed are often utilized in a paradigmatic way to interpret the rest of paul the approach in
this book is the other way around these two texts are approached by first assessing paul s conception
of identity in the whole of the pauline corpus and then by interpreting rom 11 26 and gal 6 16 with a
larger understanding of identity in paul at hand eschatological glory is a significant motif in romans
that has failed to garner the attention it deserves donald berry argues that glory lies at the heart of
paul s redemptive historical framework and is an integral part of the gospel paul proclaims in romans for
paul eschatological glory is the realization of god s purpose for adam and for israel to see and to
show forth the glory of god this divine purpose finds fulfillment in christ and in the new humanity he
creates those who now have hope of the glory of god rom 5 2 paul s letter to the romans provides
stunning glimpses into the nature of this eschatological glory and the hope that believers have in christ
through careful and compelling exegesis berry brings to light paul s conception of glory and its place at
the center of god s purposes in redemptive history while providing crucial insights into romans this study
also contributes more broadly to pauline theology and to the field of biblical theology it highlights
paul s understanding of a unified divine purpose that runs through creation and redemption god s desire to
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display his nature and character in all of creation through image bearers who share in and reflect his
glory this book presents two new proposals regarding paul s letter to the romans first with regard to
the structure of the letter it demonstrates how each of the four main sections of the letter is comprised
of a series of microchiastic units arranged in a macrochiastic pattern the delineation of these structures
facilitates the demonstration of the second new proposal namely that worship is a key theme of the
letter the theme of worship both liturgical and ethical streams through the letter from beginning to end
the letter s theme of worship is closely associated with its themes of hope and glory in and through the
letter paul calls on believers made righteous with god from the faith that engenders an absolutely
assured hope to worship in hope of the glory of god in hope of attaining the glory of the immortal god
for which they were created the glory of the divine life eternal of the risen lord jesus christ paul s letter
to the romans has a long history in christian dogmatic battles but how might the letter have been heard
by an audience in neronian rome james r harrison answers that question through a reader response
approach grounded in deep investigations of the material and ideological culture of the city from
augustus to nero inscriptional archaeological monumental and numismatic evidence in addition to a
breadth of literary material allows him to describe the ideological value system of the julio claudian
world which would have shaped the perceptions and expectations of paul s readers throughout harrison
sets prominent pauline themes his obligation to greeks and barbarians newness of life and of creation
against the power of death the body of christ boasting in glory and god s purpose in and for israel in
startling juxtaposition with roman ideological themes the result is a richer and more complex
understanding of the letter s argument and its possible significance for contemporary readers in the first
of a three volume work daniel patte presents three very different critical exegeses of romans 1 arguing
that all are equally legitimate and hermeneutically plausible by expanding upon and respecting the
exegeses of many erudite scholars of the last two centuries patte concludes that three families of
vastly different critical interpretations are fully justified traditional philological and epistolary
studies rhetorical and sociocultural studies and figurative studies of the coherence of paul s teaching
arising from a long standing interdisciplinary investigation of many receptions of romans in light of recent
diversification of exegetical methodologies patte concludes that the interpretation of a scriptural text
necessarily involves making a choice among equally legitimate and plausible alternatives and second
that this choice is always contextual and ethical when these points are denied by failing to respect the
interpretations of others and absolutizing one s interpretation instead of being a scriptural blessing
romans becomes a deadly weapon against others heretics jews shoah and many others the result is a
threefold commentary of romans 1 that is unique in its scope and thorough going exegesis the teach the
text commentary series utilizes the best of biblical scholarship to provide the information a pastor needs
to communicate the text effectively the carefully selected preaching units and focused commentary
allow pastors to quickly grasp the big idea and key themes of each passage of scripture each unit of the
commentary includes the big idea and key themes of the passage and sections dedicated to understanding
teaching and illustrating the text an exegetical and practical commentary for pastors and teachers this
volume in the kregel exegetical library combines up to date scholarship and concrete application to serve
as an ideal guide for preaching and teaching the foundational new testament book of romans after an in
depth introduction that surveys the book s key elements reception history literary devices and current
scholarly debates john d harvey provides a thorough explanation of every verse of romans followed by
theological insights and hands on takeaways readers will benefit from harvey s approach which asks and
answers three questions about each verse 1 what did paul say 2 why did he say it 3 what should i do
with it outlines and summaries provide useful homiletical and pedagogical tools while footnotes point
to resources for further study in a world torn by racial social economic political and gender tensions
the message of romans is deeply relevant and needed it is a message both powerful and simple christ loved
us while we were enemies of god can we then not follow his example and love those who are different than
us romans will prepare us to do so the asia bible commentary series empowers christian believers in asia
to read the bible from within their respective contexts holistic in its approach to the text each
exposition of the biblical books combines exegesis and application the ultimate goal is to strengthen the
body of christ in asia by providing pastoral and contextual exposition of every book of the bible this
book comes from my masters dissertation it is a study of romans 9 11 that seeks to answer the
following question what is paul s understanding of ethnic israel in god s plan for salvation in light of
the coming of christ throughout this study israel means ethnic israel as such it has a corporate sense
whereby it represents certain jews the elected people group physically descended from abraham isaac and
jacob whom god made his promises to that is found within the nation of israel background details are
provided and a summary of the main issues in romans 9 10 21 11 13 24 33 36 are given an exegesis of
romans 11 1 12 and 25 32 is also carried out questions such as have god s promises to ethnic israel
failed is god unjust is god immoral are raised and answered and a reworked interpretation of paul s
metaphors is presented one that gives an alternative view to replacement theology the meaning of all
israel is also explained it will interest any reader who wants to gain more insight into god s plan for
ethnic israel and who may be looking for a fresh interpretation of this passage fewster develops the
theory of lexical monosemy in a systemic functional linguistic framework and disputes concensus readings
of κτίσις as nature in romans 8 hardening hearts blinding eyes sending deceitful spirits crafting vessels of
wrath few will deny that certain biblical passages make claims about god that are difficult to accept
but perhaps the most troubling are the verses that describe god as influencing individuals or groups
towards wicked behavior for the purpose of condemning them what are readers to do with these texts in
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vessels of wrath richard m blaylock tackles the thorny subject of divine reprobating activity dra
through an exhaustive biblical theological study of the christian canon s witness blaylock argues that
the bible does not present dra as an insignificant or monolithic concept instead the biblical authors
showcase both the significance and the complexity of dra in a variety of ways the book aims to help
readers of the bible to wrestle with the scriptures so that they might come to better understand its
testimony to this mysterious and awesome divine activity robert lewis examines paul s use of the phrase
spirit of adoption in romans 8 12 17 against the background of its roman imperial context in order to
shed light on interpretation of paul s letter to the romans whereas other scholars have explored what
paul may have meant when he uses the term adoption lewis instead explores the reasons behind paul s
coupling of it with the term spirit having examined theories for a possible jewish antecedent for paul s use
of this phrase and found them less than persuasive lewis unlocks the data within the term s roman imperial
context that significantly clarifies what paul means when he uses the phrase spirit of adoption lewis
shows that when paul wrote his letter to the romans adoption had become a feature of imperial
succession roman religion gave a great deal of prominence to the roman family spirit the genius the emperor
s genius became identified as a deity in roman religion and its veneration was widespread in rome as well as
the provinces when romans 8 12 17 is read against this background a very different kind of exegetical
picture emerges a new commentary for today s world the story of god bible commentary explains and
illuminates each passage of scripture in light of the bible s grand story the first commentary series to do
so sgbc offers a clear and compelling exposition of biblical texts guiding everyday readers in how to
creatively and faithfully live out the bible in their own contexts its story centric approach is ideal for
pastors students sunday school teachers and laypeople alike each volume employs three main easy to
use sections designed to help readers live out god s story listen to the story includes complete niv text
with references to other texts at work in each passage encouraging the reader to hear it within the bible
s grand story explain the story explores and illuminates each text as embedded in its canonical and
historical setting live the story reflects on how each text can be lived today and includes
contemporary stories and illustrations to aid preachers teachers and students romans romans is a
letter that has had monumental impact in the history of christian thought delving into romans helps us
see more clearly the biblical story of how god reveals his salvation to both israel and the nations and
compels us to read the old testament with a hermeneutical lens which identifies jesus as the centerpiece of
israel s redemptive history edited by scot mcknight and tremper longman iii and written by a number of top
notch theologians the story of god bible commentary series will bring relevant balanced and clear minded
theological insight to any biblical education or ministry past study of rom 1 16 3 26 focuses on
individual salvation or on social relations and also produces a host of interpretative quandaries
marcus a mininger develops a new approach which includes but goes beyond these foci by unearthing the
theme of revelation that runs throughout paul s argument largely unnoticed more than a proof of sin or
of social equality paul provides a survey of numerous visible revelations in which otherwise invisible
realities like god s wrath the power of sin and god s righteousness are seen through the observable
effects they produce in different people read this way the rationale of paul s argument becomes quite
clear including for problem texts like rom 2 and 3 1 8 as paul proves that the gospel not the law
overcomes sin s power and that god s righteousness always exists in contrast to the human condition in
this age from publisher s description most of the jesus followers in rome would have been familiar with
socioeconomic hardship suffering was a daily reality either for themselves or for someone they knew many
lived below or just above subsistence level some were slaves homeless or chronically sick followers of
christ might have experienced persecution because of their refusal to take part in the local religious
festivals suffering is of course a significant theme in romans 5 1 11 and 8 17 18 39 paul mentions
various types of affliction many times in these texts how might paul s audience have understood them in
suffering in romans siu fung wu argues that paul speaks of the vocation of the jesus followers to
participate in christ s suffering with the purpose that they may be glorified with him indeed their
identification with christ s suffering is an integral part of god s project of transforming humanity and
renewing creation it is in their faithful suffering that christ followers participate in god s triumph over
evil this is counter intuitive because most people think that victory is won by power and strength yet the
children of god partake in his cosmic victory by their suffering aided by the spirit and the hope of glory
biblical eschatology provides what is not found in any other single volume on eschatology it analyzes
all the major eschatological passages including the olivet discourse and the book of revelation issues
including the second coming of christ the millennium the rapture and antichrist and positions including all
the major views of the millennium in a clear but not superficial way the book concludes with a chapter
showing how eschatology is relevant for our lives biblical eschatology makes understanding
eschatology easier by including chapters on how to interpret prophecy and apocalyptic literature by
showing the history of eschatological thought and by placing eschatology in the context of the bible s
overall story line and structure clarity and understanding are enhanced by the use of comparative
tables and appendices subject and scripture indexes are included the book interacts with the best of
evangelical and reformed scholarship and the extensive bibliography which includes the web addresses of
many online resources provides an excellent source for the reader s further study this is a perfect
resource for intelligent christians including pastors students and teachers who desire to understand
eschatology and to see how it fits together with the rest of the bible in examining luke s multiple appeals
to the figure of elijah this study not only provides clarity to a fascinating but often misunderstood
element of the lukan narrative but also provides a helpful model for understanding an even more
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perplexing question in lukan studies namely the presentation of the nation of israel no new testament
author takes more interest in elijah than luke who may allude to the elijah elisha narratives as many as
forty times this study pushes past questions of typology and one to one correlation that have stalled
scholarly discussion on the topic examining the theological significance of elijah in luke acts as a
literary motif it is argued that in drawing on a common association between elijah and the old testament
concept of remnant luke appeals to elijah at key moments in the narrative in order to signal the
development of his remnant theology for luke as in the days of the prophets the concept of remnant holds
in tension god s irrevocable promises to israel with the widespread rejection of god s new work of
salvation the faithfulness of a few with a hope for the nation as a whole and the particular election of
israel with the message of salvation for all nations stevens invokes a powerful synthesis of recent
pauline studies by insisting the category of israel is the hermeneutical key to all of romans through jesus
the messiah and the power of the spirit paul saw fulfilled isaiah s vision of israel s destiny to the nations
to bring the good news of salvation recapturing isaiah s vision broke the spell for paul of the great
assembly s postexilic take on israel paul s apostleship first and foremost was to israel not gentiles
exclusively paul used his expos� of the gospel of god in romans to challenge believers in rome to embrace
their place in the messianic israel of god an intertextual commentary on romans is an exhaustive
treatment of the hundreds of old testament citations allusions and echoes embedded in paul s most
famous epistle as many scholars have acknowledged to understand paul s engagement with israel s
scriptures is to understand romans despite this acknowledgment there is a dearth of reference works in
which the primary focus is how the old testament impacts paul s argument from romans 1 1 to 16 27
this four volume commentary aims to provide just such a reference the interplay between romans and its
vast sea of old testament pre texts produces unstated points of resonance that illuminate paul s
rhetorical argument from the letter s opening to its closing doxology volume 1 examines the old
testament pre texts in romans 1 1 4 25 although the citations of habakkuk 2 4 and genesis 15 6 in this
section of the letter often dominate intertextual discussions several other old testament pre texts
though often overlooked support the intertextual subtext of the letter and thereby illuminate various
features of paul s argument in this commentary each of these pre texts is examined from a variety of
perspectives the overarching aim of the commentary is to provide scholars interpreters and students with
verse by verse analysis of how israel s scriptures impact almost every clause of paul s most famous
letter what role does the christian community play in the process of growing in christian maturity this
book argues that in pauline theology the redeemed community is a necessary means for the progressive
sanctification of the individual believer an idea that is largely misunderstood in parts of the western
church it evaluates foundational theological considerations traditionally omitted from sanctification
studies and places them within the context of pauline theology included are the missiological nature of
holiness the initiatory character of god the creation of the new humanity as reflecting the image of god
and the impact upon the church resulting from the radical redefinition by christ of the cultural symbols
surrounding the jewish temple system this book offers a corrective to the individualized approach to
christian growth for paul the focus of god s transformative activity culminates with the community
rather than the individual the goal of which is to reveal god s glory to the broader creation in paul s
angry letter everything is magnified his obstructers have insidious motives their galatian victims are dense
and on the brink of spiritual peril and the law itself is outmoded and a malevolent taskmaster how do we
read beneath the rhetoric writing on the edge surveys ancient greco roman and modern linguistic sources
on hyperbole and demonstrates that it is possible to separate out the effect of paul s edgy rhetoric on
his ideas eleven criteria are applied to identify paul s most hyperbolic passages in galatians followed by a
reinterpretation of those passages and the entire thrust of the letter paul s true attitudes emerge and a
more consistent picture of the apostle materializes one in line with his torah observant behavior in acts
susan mathew examines the structures of mutuality in romans to shed light on the issue of women s
leadership in pauline theology mathew begins by analyzing the general form of greetings in the pauline
letters to shed light on the specific form of the greetings in rom 16 1 16 mathew then couples this with
analysis of the leadership of women in the greco roman world showing that women s leadership roles in
the pauline churches were part of this wider culture this provides a basis from which to show that the
women named in romans 16 1 16 display paul s acknowledgment of some women associates and point to
relationships of mutuality in the greetings a study of romans 12 13 helps to apprehend the model of
mutuality exemplified in the greetings finally the contextual application of mutuality in the community as
mutual welcoming and mutual up building romans 14 15 is brought into focus this enables mathew to
draw together the strands of the pauline ethos of mutuality which encourages the leadership roles of
women in the greetings at the end of romans building on his own translation from the greek hultgren walks
readers through romans verse by verse illuminating the text with helpful comments probing into major
puzzles and highlighting the letter s most inspiring features he also demonstrates the forward looking
missional character of paul s epistle written as hultgren suggests to introduce roman christians to the
major themes of paul s theology and to inspire in them both confidence in the soundness of his teaching and
support for his planned missionary efforts in spain biblical and ancient greek linguistics bagl is an
international journal that exists to further the application of modern linguistics to the study of
ancient and biblical greek with a particular focus on the analysis of texts including but not restricted
to the greek new testament the journal is hosted by mcmaster divinity college and works in conjunction
with its centre for biblical linguistics translation and exegesis and the opentext org organization
opentext org in the sponsoring of conferences and symposia open to scholars and students working in
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greek linguistics who are interested in contributing to advancing the discussion and methods of the field
of research bagl is a refereed on line and print journal dedicated to distributing the results of significant
research in the area of linguistic theory and application to biblical and ancient greek and is open to all
scholars not just those connected to the centre and the opentext org project in this romans commentary
colin kruse shows how paul expounds the gospel against the background of god s sovereign action as
creator judge and redeemer of the world from publisher description revision of the author s thesis
doctoral university of chicago paul s letter to believers in jesus at rome has always been very highly
regarded within the christian church playing a central role in the formulation and proclamation of
christian doctrine yet despite its status in the church and its importance for christian thought life and
proclamation romans is not a simple writing it is one of the most difficult new testament letters to
analyze and interpret in this commentary prominent new testament scholar richard longenecker offers a
clear analysis of romans that builds on the work of past commentators while still being informed by
significant studies and insights of interpreters today his analysis is critical exegetical and constructive
but pastoral in its application longenecker also sets a course for the future that will promote a better
understanding of this most famous of paul s letters and a more relevant contextualization of its
message the atonement of christ is the heart of christianity christians are not only a people of the book
but a people of the cross in this accessible resource author david l allen carefully summarizes the
doctrine of the atonement with definitions of key terms discussion of key old and new testament texts and
a survey of the historical theories of the atonement addressing topics like the atonement s necessity
nature intent extent and application the atonement answers questions such as is the atonement actual
or potential and is the blood of christ wasted on those who are eternally lost this book will be a go
to resource for all those who wish to understand what christ accomplished on the cross by his death
the covenant motif in jeremiah s book of comfort textual and intertextual studies of jeremiah 30 33
examines jeremiah s promise of a new covenant that god will interiorize his law into people s hearts this in
depth syntactic semantic and pragmatic study of selected texts in jeremiah 30 33 comprises the
foundation for a superb biblical theology of the new covenant god s pledge that this covenant is not
like the one i made with your fathers is explored in relation to the abrahamic mosaic and davidic
covenants tiberius rata makes a theologically and hermeneutically balanced incursion into old
testament texts used in the new testament and provides a springboard for further discussion on difficult
yet important issues such as the lord s supper and the future of israel accessible study of end time
theories presents a persuasive case for amillennialism the view that christ reigns now and forever
exalting jesus in romans is part of the christ centered exposition commentary series edited by david platt
daniel l akin and tony merida this commentary series to include 47 volumes when complete takes a christ
centered approach to expositing each book of the bible rather than a verse by verse approach the authors
have crafted chapters that explain and apply key passages in their assigned bible books readers will learn
to see christ in all aspects of scripture and they will be encouraged by the devotional nature of each
exposition presented as sermons and divided into chapters that conclude with a reflect discuss section
making this series ideal for small group study personal devotion and even sermon preparation it s not
academic but rather presents an easy reading practical and friendly commentary the cce series will include
47 volumes when complete the author of exalting jesus in romans is tony merida yoonjong kim analyses
the divine human relationship in paul s theology focusing on paul s portrayal of the relationship in
romans 1 8 kim stresses that previous studies of this relationship have not paid sufficient attention to
the fact that it is not static but rather exhibits progression and development towards a goal to
address the significance of the human agent s role in the relationship kim employs a social psychological
theory interdependence theory offering a consistent analytic framework for diagnosing the interactions in
a dyadic relationship in terms of the dependency created by each partner s expectations of outcomes kim
explores several key stages of the divine human relationship and the direction in which the relationship
develops throughout romans 1 8 in order to highlight the significance of the human partners in the course
of the development he focuses in particular on betrayal 1 18 3 20 restoration 3 21 26 5 1 11 the
oppressive relationship with sin 5 12 8 11 and the investment for the future 8 12 39 and concludes that
although the foundation of the relationship rests on god s initiative the divine outworking guides the
relationship so that it facilitates mutual participation of the human partners in the restoration and
development of the relationship toward the ultimate goal this commentary on galatians seeks to provide
an originalist understanding of the epistle by viewing paul as a torah observant apostle of the messiah
who was arguing against compulsory proselyte conversion into pharisaic judaism and not the old
testament law of god in general as such this commentary pays closer attention to the perpetuity of the
old testament law of god paul s nuanced use of law nomos jewish oral tradition and the historical
context of gentile proselyte conversion in paul s time the goal of this commentary is to combine the
strengths of evangelical hermeneutics and recent advances in pauline studies to arrive at a more
accurate understanding of the original author s intended meaning within his own historical context paul
s language of grace in its graeco roman context was originally published by mohr siebeck in 2003 and is
now reprinted by wipf and stock with a new introduction by its author james r harrison the book was the
first major investigation of charis grace favor in its social political and religious context since g p
wetter s pioneering 1913 monograph on the topic focusing on the evidence of the inscriptions papyri
philosophers and greek jewish literature harrison examined the operations of the eastern mediterranean
benefaction system probing the dynamic of reciprocity between the beneficiary and benefactor whether
human or divine before paul s converts were first exposed to the gospel they would have held a variety
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of beliefs regarding the beneficence of the gods the apostle therefore needed to tailor his language of
grace as much to the theological and social concerns of the mediterranean city states in his missionary
outreach as to the variegated traditions of first century judaism in terms of human grace although paul
endorses the reciprocity system he redefines its rationale in light of the gospel of grace and transforms
its social expression in his house churches the explosion of grace language that occurs in 2 corinthians 8
9 regarding the jerusalem collection is unusual in its frequency in comparison to the honorific inscriptions
underscoring the apostle s distinctive approach to giving regarding divine beneficence paul accommodates
his gospel to contemporary benefaction idiom but he retains a distinctiveness of viewpoint regarding divine
charis it is non cultic it is mediated through a dishonored and impoverished benefactor it overturns the do
ut des expectation i give so that you may give regarding divine blessing in antiquity harrison s book still
remains the authoritative coverage of the graeco roman context of charis
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The Epistle to the Romans

1996-09-30

paul s letter to the romans has been called the quintessence and perfection of saving doctrine perhaps the
most challenging and thoroughly doctrinal book of the entire new testament romans deals with many
issues that are basic to christian theology and practice in this volume respected new testament scholar
douglas j moo provides a superb study of paul s letter to the roman christians and restates the enduring
message of romans for christians today based on the english text but bringing into the discussion the
underlying greek at every point this commentary focuses both on theological meaning and on
contemporary significance moo contributes to the continuing debate regarding paul s teaching on such
issues as jewish law and the relationship between jews and gentiles in the people of god he also critically
interacts with the new perspective on paul highlights romans s emphasis on practical divinity and traces
the theme of gospel throughout the epistle publisher

The Letter to the Romans

2018-11-26

for more than twenty years douglas moo s nicnt volume on romans has been providing pastors students
and scholars with profound insight into paul s most famous letter in this thorough revision of his
commentary moo deals with issues that have come into prominence since the first edition 1996
incorporating the latest research and rewriting the text throughout for better comprehension
exegetically astute and theologically minded moo interacts critically with the new perspective on paul
highlights the emphasis in romans on practical divinity and traces the theme of the gospel throughout the
letter his letter to the romans in this second edition will inform and enlighten a new generation of serious
bible readers

Romans

2000

our culture does not encourage thoughtful reflection on truth yet living the gospel in a postmodern
culture demands that christians understand and internalize the truth about god and his plan for the
world paul s letter to the romans remains one of the most important expressions of christian truth ever
written its message forces us to evaluate who we are who god is and what our place in this world
ought to be going beyond the usual commentary this volume brings the meaning of paul s great letter into
the twenty first century douglas moo comments on the text and then explores issues in paul s culture
and in ours that help us understand the ultimate meaning of each paragraph a final section suggests
ways in which the eternal theology of romans can be understood and lived out in our modern culture

Romans, Galatians

2016-04-05

brimming with lavish full color photos and graphics the zondervan illustrated bible backgrounds
commentary walks you verse by verse through all the books of the new testament it s like slipping on a
set of glasses that lets you read the bible through the eyes of a first century reader discoveries await
you that will snap the world of the new testament into gripping immediacy things that seem mystifying
puzzling or obscure will take on tremendous meaning when you view them in their ancient context you ll
deepen your understanding of the teachings of jesus you ll discover the close sometimes startling
interplay between god s kingdom and the practical affairs of the church best of all you ll gain a deepened
awareness of the bible s relevance for your life written in a clear engaging style this beautiful set
provides a new and accessible approach that more technical expository and exegetical commentaries don
t offer

Encountering the Book of Romans (Encountering Biblical Studies)

2014-07-08

in this updated edition of his successful textbook a leading evangelical new testament scholar offers a
guide to the book of romans that is informed by current scholarship and written at an accessible level
the new edition has been updated throughout and features a new interior design after addressing
introductory matters and laying the groundwork for reading romans douglas moo leads readers through
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the weighty argument of this significant book highlighting key themes clarifying difficult passages and
exploring the continuing relevance of romans as with other volumes in the well received encountering
biblical studies series this book is designed for the undergraduate classroom and includes pedagogical aids
such as photos and sidebars a test bank for professors is available through baker academic s textbook
esources

God’s Saved Israel

2019-05-14

god s saved israel examines identity in the pauline corpus in terms of how paul expresses the new identity in
christ in relation to the identity of ancient israel in this study the way in which paul uses the terms
israel israelite and judean is approached on the basis of the way in which these terms were used in the
second temple period by both insiders and outsiders rather than presupposing that paul used it in a
different way by thoroughly engaging with the new perspective on paul and the radical new perspective on
paul paul s conception of identity is pursued mainly along theological exegetical lines especially in terms
of the contrast between flesh and s spirit while rom 11 26 which points to all israel that will be saved
and gal 6 16 which points to the israel of god who are blessed are often utilized in a paradigmatic way
to interpret the rest of paul the approach in this book is the other way around these two texts are
approached by first assessing paul s conception of identity in the whole of the pauline corpus and then by
interpreting rom 11 26 and gal 6 16 with a larger understanding of identity in paul at hand

Glory in Romans and the Unified Purpose of God in Redemptive History

2016-02-19

eschatological glory is a significant motif in romans that has failed to garner the attention it deserves
donald berry argues that glory lies at the heart of paul s redemptive historical framework and is an
integral part of the gospel paul proclaims in romans for paul eschatological glory is the realization of
god s purpose for adam and for israel to see and to show forth the glory of god this divine purpose finds
fulfillment in christ and in the new humanity he creates those who now have hope of the glory of god rom
5 2 paul s letter to the romans provides stunning glimpses into the nature of this eschatological glory
and the hope that believers have in christ through careful and compelling exegesis berry brings to light
paul s conception of glory and its place at the center of god s purposes in redemptive history while
providing crucial insights into romans this study also contributes more broadly to pauline theology and
to the field of biblical theology it highlights paul s understanding of a unified divine purpose that runs
through creation and redemption god s desire to display his nature and character in all of creation
through image bearers who share in and reflect his glory

Romans

2020-02-27

this book presents two new proposals regarding paul s letter to the romans first with regard to the
structure of the letter it demonstrates how each of the four main sections of the letter is comprised of
a series of microchiastic units arranged in a macrochiastic pattern the delineation of these structures
facilitates the demonstration of the second new proposal namely that worship is a key theme of the
letter the theme of worship both liturgical and ethical streams through the letter from beginning to end
the letter s theme of worship is closely associated with its themes of hope and glory in and through the
letter paul calls on believers made righteous with god from the faith that engenders an absolutely
assured hope to worship in hope of the glory of god in hope of attaining the glory of the immortal god
for which they were created the glory of the divine life eternal of the risen lord jesus christ

Reading Romans with Roman Eyes

2020-06-22

paul s letter to the romans has a long history in christian dogmatic battles but how might the letter
have been heard by an audience in neronian rome james r harrison answers that question through a reader
response approach grounded in deep investigations of the material and ideological culture of the city
from augustus to nero inscriptional archaeological monumental and numismatic evidence in addition to a
breadth of literary material allows him to describe the ideological value system of the julio claudian
world which would have shaped the perceptions and expectations of paul s readers throughout harrison
sets prominent pauline themes his obligation to greeks and barbarians newness of life and of creation
against the power of death the body of christ boasting in glory and god s purpose in and for israel in
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startling juxtaposition with roman ideological themes the result is a richer and more complex
understanding of the letter s argument and its possible significance for contemporary readers

Romans: Three Exegetical Interpretations and the History of Reception

2018-07-26

in the first of a three volume work daniel patte presents three very different critical exegeses of romans 1
arguing that all are equally legitimate and hermeneutically plausible by expanding upon and respecting
the exegeses of many erudite scholars of the last two centuries patte concludes that three families of
vastly different critical interpretations are fully justified traditional philological and epistolary
studies rhetorical and sociocultural studies and figurative studies of the coherence of paul s teaching
arising from a long standing interdisciplinary investigation of many receptions of romans in light of recent
diversification of exegetical methodologies patte concludes that the interpretation of a scriptural text
necessarily involves making a choice among equally legitimate and plausible alternatives and second
that this choice is always contextual and ethical when these points are denied by failing to respect the
interpretations of others and absolutizing one s interpretation instead of being a scriptural blessing
romans becomes a deadly weapon against others heretics jews shoah and many others the result is a
threefold commentary of romans 1 that is unique in its scope and thorough going exegesis

Romans (Teach the Text Commentary Series)

2013-01-15

the teach the text commentary series utilizes the best of biblical scholarship to provide the information a
pastor needs to communicate the text effectively the carefully selected preaching units and focused
commentary allow pastors to quickly grasp the big idea and key themes of each passage of scripture each
unit of the commentary includes the big idea and key themes of the passage and sections dedicated to
understanding teaching and illustrating the text

A Commentary on Romans

2019-03-26

an exegetical and practical commentary for pastors and teachers this volume in the kregel exegetical
library combines up to date scholarship and concrete application to serve as an ideal guide for preaching
and teaching the foundational new testament book of romans after an in depth introduction that surveys
the book s key elements reception history literary devices and current scholarly debates john d harvey
provides a thorough explanation of every verse of romans followed by theological insights and hands on
takeaways readers will benefit from harvey s approach which asks and answers three questions about
each verse 1 what did paul say 2 why did he say it 3 what should i do with it outlines and summaries
provide useful homiletical and pedagogical tools while footnotes point to resources for further study

Romans

2020-05-31

in a world torn by racial social economic political and gender tensions the message of romans is deeply
relevant and needed it is a message both powerful and simple christ loved us while we were enemies of god
can we then not follow his example and love those who are different than us romans will prepare us to
do so the asia bible commentary series empowers christian believers in asia to read the bible from within
their respective contexts holistic in its approach to the text each exposition of the biblical books
combines exegesis and application the ultimate goal is to strengthen the body of christ in asia by
providing pastoral and contextual exposition of every book of the bible

Romans 9-11 God's Plan for the Salvation of Ethnic Israel

2021-01-23

this book comes from my masters dissertation it is a study of romans 9 11 that seeks to answer the
following question what is paul s understanding of ethnic israel in god s plan for salvation in light of
the coming of christ throughout this study israel means ethnic israel as such it has a corporate sense
whereby it represents certain jews the elected people group physically descended from abraham isaac and
jacob whom god made his promises to that is found within the nation of israel background details are
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provided and a summary of the main issues in romans 9 10 21 11 13 24 33 36 are given an exegesis of
romans 11 1 12 and 25 32 is also carried out questions such as have god s promises to ethnic israel
failed is god unjust is god immoral are raised and answered and a reworked interpretation of paul s
metaphors is presented one that gives an alternative view to replacement theology the meaning of all
israel is also explained it will interest any reader who wants to gain more insight into god s plan for
ethnic israel and who may be looking for a fresh interpretation of this passage

Creation Language in Romans 8

2013-04-04

fewster develops the theory of lexical monosemy in a systemic functional linguistic framework and
disputes concensus readings of κτίσις as nature in romans 8

Vessels of Wrath, Volume 2

2023-08-24

hardening hearts blinding eyes sending deceitful spirits crafting vessels of wrath few will deny that
certain biblical passages make claims about god that are difficult to accept but perhaps the most
troubling are the verses that describe god as influencing individuals or groups towards wicked behavior
for the purpose of condemning them what are readers to do with these texts in vessels of wrath richard m
blaylock tackles the thorny subject of divine reprobating activity dra through an exhaustive biblical
theological study of the christian canon s witness blaylock argues that the bible does not present dra
as an insignificant or monolithic concept instead the biblical authors showcase both the significance and
the complexity of dra in a variety of ways the book aims to help readers of the bible to wrestle with the
scriptures so that they might come to better understand its testimony to this mysterious and awesome
divine activity

Paul's 'Spirit of Adoption' in its Roman Imperial Context

2016-01-28

robert lewis examines paul s use of the phrase spirit of adoption in romans 8 12 17 against the
background of its roman imperial context in order to shed light on interpretation of paul s letter to the
romans whereas other scholars have explored what paul may have meant when he uses the term adoption
lewis instead explores the reasons behind paul s coupling of it with the term spirit having examined
theories for a possible jewish antecedent for paul s use of this phrase and found them less than persuasive
lewis unlocks the data within the term s roman imperial context that significantly clarifies what paul
means when he uses the phrase spirit of adoption lewis shows that when paul wrote his letter to the
romans adoption had become a feature of imperial succession roman religion gave a great deal of
prominence to the roman family spirit the genius the emperor s genius became identified as a deity in roman
religion and its veneration was widespread in rome as well as the provinces when romans 8 12 17 is read
against this background a very different kind of exegetical picture emerges

Romans

2016-02-09

a new commentary for today s world the story of god bible commentary explains and illuminates each
passage of scripture in light of the bible s grand story the first commentary series to do so sgbc offers a
clear and compelling exposition of biblical texts guiding everyday readers in how to creatively and
faithfully live out the bible in their own contexts its story centric approach is ideal for pastors
students sunday school teachers and laypeople alike each volume employs three main easy to use
sections designed to help readers live out god s story listen to the story includes complete niv text with
references to other texts at work in each passage encouraging the reader to hear it within the bible s
grand story explain the story explores and illuminates each text as embedded in its canonical and
historical setting live the story reflects on how each text can be lived today and includes
contemporary stories and illustrations to aid preachers teachers and students romans romans is a
letter that has had monumental impact in the history of christian thought delving into romans helps us
see more clearly the biblical story of how god reveals his salvation to both israel and the nations and
compels us to read the old testament with a hermeneutical lens which identifies jesus as the centerpiece of
israel s redemptive history edited by scot mcknight and tremper longman iii and written by a number of top
notch theologians the story of god bible commentary series will bring relevant balanced and clear minded
theological insight to any biblical education or ministry
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Uncovering the Theme of Revelation in Romans 1:16-3:26

2017-09-19

past study of rom 1 16 3 26 focuses on individual salvation or on social relations and also produces
a host of interpretative quandaries marcus a mininger develops a new approach which includes but goes
beyond these foci by unearthing the theme of revelation that runs throughout paul s argument largely
unnoticed more than a proof of sin or of social equality paul provides a survey of numerous visible
revelations in which otherwise invisible realities like god s wrath the power of sin and god s righteousness
are seen through the observable effects they produce in different people read this way the rationale of
paul s argument becomes quite clear including for problem texts like rom 2 and 3 1 8 as paul proves that
the gospel not the law overcomes sin s power and that god s righteousness always exists in contrast
to the human condition in this age from publisher s description

Suffering in Romans

2016-02-25

most of the jesus followers in rome would have been familiar with socioeconomic hardship suffering was a
daily reality either for themselves or for someone they knew many lived below or just above subsistence
level some were slaves homeless or chronically sick followers of christ might have experienced
persecution because of their refusal to take part in the local religious festivals suffering is of course a
significant theme in romans 5 1 11 and 8 17 18 39 paul mentions various types of affliction many times in
these texts how might paul s audience have understood them in suffering in romans siu fung wu argues
that paul speaks of the vocation of the jesus followers to participate in christ s suffering with the
purpose that they may be glorified with him indeed their identification with christ s suffering is an integral
part of god s project of transforming humanity and renewing creation it is in their faithful suffering that
christ followers participate in god s triumph over evil this is counter intuitive because most people think
that victory is won by power and strength yet the children of god partake in his cosmic victory by their
suffering aided by the spirit and the hope of glory

Letter to the Romans

1901

biblical eschatology provides what is not found in any other single volume on eschatology it analyzes
all the major eschatological passages including the olivet discourse and the book of revelation issues
including the second coming of christ the millennium the rapture and antichrist and positions including all
the major views of the millennium in a clear but not superficial way the book concludes with a chapter
showing how eschatology is relevant for our lives biblical eschatology makes understanding
eschatology easier by including chapters on how to interpret prophecy and apocalyptic literature by
showing the history of eschatological thought and by placing eschatology in the context of the bible s
overall story line and structure clarity and understanding are enhanced by the use of comparative
tables and appendices subject and scripture indexes are included the book interacts with the best of
evangelical and reformed scholarship and the extensive bibliography which includes the web addresses of
many online resources provides an excellent source for the reader s further study this is a perfect
resource for intelligent christians including pastors students and teachers who desire to understand
eschatology and to see how it fits together with the rest of the bible

Biblical Eschatology, Second Edition

2018-03-07

in examining luke s multiple appeals to the figure of elijah this study not only provides clarity to a
fascinating but often misunderstood element of the lukan narrative but also provides a helpful model for
understanding an even more perplexing question in lukan studies namely the presentation of the nation of
israel no new testament author takes more interest in elijah than luke who may allude to the elijah elisha
narratives as many as forty times this study pushes past questions of typology and one to one
correlation that have stalled scholarly discussion on the topic examining the theological significance
of elijah in luke acts as a literary motif it is argued that in drawing on a common association between
elijah and the old testament concept of remnant luke appeals to elijah at key moments in the narrative in
order to signal the development of his remnant theology for luke as in the days of the prophets the
concept of remnant holds in tension god s irrevocable promises to israel with the widespread rejection of
god s new work of salvation the faithfulness of a few with a hope for the nation as a whole and the
particular election of israel with the message of salvation for all nations
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I Alone Am Left

2021-10-15

stevens invokes a powerful synthesis of recent pauline studies by insisting the category of israel is the
hermeneutical key to all of romans through jesus the messiah and the power of the spirit paul saw
fulfilled isaiah s vision of israel s destiny to the nations to bring the good news of salvation
recapturing isaiah s vision broke the spell for paul of the great assembly s postexilic take on israel paul
s apostleship first and foremost was to israel not gentiles exclusively paul used his expos� of the
gospel of god in romans to challenge believers in rome to embrace their place in the messianic israel of god

Romans

2021-05-25

an intertextual commentary on romans is an exhaustive treatment of the hundreds of old testament
citations allusions and echoes embedded in paul s most famous epistle as many scholars have
acknowledged to understand paul s engagement with israel s scriptures is to understand romans despite
this acknowledgment there is a dearth of reference works in which the primary focus is how the old
testament impacts paul s argument from romans 1 1 to 16 27 this four volume commentary aims to
provide just such a reference the interplay between romans and its vast sea of old testament pre texts
produces unstated points of resonance that illuminate paul s rhetorical argument from the letter s
opening to its closing doxology volume 1 examines the old testament pre texts in romans 1 1 4 25
although the citations of habakkuk 2 4 and genesis 15 6 in this section of the letter often dominate
intertextual discussions several other old testament pre texts though often overlooked support the
intertextual subtext of the letter and thereby illuminate various features of paul s argument in this
commentary each of these pre texts is examined from a variety of perspectives the overarching aim of the
commentary is to provide scholars interpreters and students with verse by verse analysis of how israel s
scriptures impact almost every clause of paul s most famous letter

An Intertextual Commentary on Romans, Volume 1

2021-06-18

what role does the christian community play in the process of growing in christian maturity this book
argues that in pauline theology the redeemed community is a necessary means for the progressive
sanctification of the individual believer an idea that is largely misunderstood in parts of the western
church it evaluates foundational theological considerations traditionally omitted from sanctification
studies and places them within the context of pauline theology included are the missiological nature of
holiness the initiatory character of god the creation of the new humanity as reflecting the image of god
and the impact upon the church resulting from the radical redefinition by christ of the cultural symbols
surrounding the jewish temple system this book offers a corrective to the individualized approach to
christian growth for paul the focus of god s transformative activity culminates with the community
rather than the individual the goal of which is to reveal god s glory to the broader creation

Paul, the Community, and Progressive Sanctification

2007

in paul s angry letter everything is magnified his obstructers have insidious motives their galatian victims
are dense and on the brink of spiritual peril and the law itself is outmoded and a malevolent taskmaster
how do we read beneath the rhetoric writing on the edge surveys ancient greco roman and modern
linguistic sources on hyperbole and demonstrates that it is possible to separate out the effect of paul s
edgy rhetoric on his ideas eleven criteria are applied to identify paul s most hyperbolic passages in
galatians followed by a reinterpretation of those passages and the entire thrust of the letter paul s
true attitudes emerge and a more consistent picture of the apostle materializes one in line with his torah
observant behavior in acts

Writing on the Edge

2019-01-29

susan mathew examines the structures of mutuality in romans to shed light on the issue of women s
leadership in pauline theology mathew begins by analyzing the general form of greetings in the pauline
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letters to shed light on the specific form of the greetings in rom 16 1 16 mathew then couples this with
analysis of the leadership of women in the greco roman world showing that women s leadership roles in
the pauline churches were part of this wider culture this provides a basis from which to show that the
women named in romans 16 1 16 display paul s acknowledgment of some women associates and point to
relationships of mutuality in the greetings a study of romans 12 13 helps to apprehend the model of
mutuality exemplified in the greetings finally the contextual application of mutuality in the community as
mutual welcoming and mutual up building romans 14 15 is brought into focus this enables mathew to
draw together the strands of the pauline ethos of mutuality which encourages the leadership roles of
women in the greetings at the end of romans

Women in the Greetings of Romans 16.1-16

2013-02-28

building on his own translation from the greek hultgren walks readers through romans verse by verse
illuminating the text with helpful comments probing into major puzzles and highlighting the letter s most
inspiring features he also demonstrates the forward looking missional character of paul s epistle written
as hultgren suggests to introduce roman christians to the major themes of paul s theology and to inspire
in them both confidence in the soundness of his teaching and support for his planned missionary efforts in
spain

Paul's Letter to the Romans

2011-05-16

biblical and ancient greek linguistics bagl is an international journal that exists to further the
application of modern linguistics to the study of ancient and biblical greek with a particular focus on
the analysis of texts including but not restricted to the greek new testament the journal is hosted by
mcmaster divinity college and works in conjunction with its centre for biblical linguistics translation
and exegesis and the opentext org organization opentext org in the sponsoring of conferences and
symposia open to scholars and students working in greek linguistics who are interested in contributing to
advancing the discussion and methods of the field of research bagl is a refereed on line and print journal
dedicated to distributing the results of significant research in the area of linguistic theory and
application to biblical and ancient greek and is open to all scholars not just those connected to the
centre and the opentext org project

Biblical and Ancient Greek Linguistics, Volume 1

2012-10-26

in this romans commentary colin kruse shows how paul expounds the gospel against the background of
god s sovereign action as creator judge and redeemer of the world from publisher description

Paul's Letter to the Romans

2012-06-14

revision of the author s thesis doctoral university of chicago

Paul's Definitions of the Gospel in Romans 1

2011

paul s letter to believers in jesus at rome has always been very highly regarded within the christian
church playing a central role in the formulation and proclamation of christian doctrine yet despite its
status in the church and its importance for christian thought life and proclamation romans is not a
simple writing it is one of the most difficult new testament letters to analyze and interpret in this
commentary prominent new testament scholar richard longenecker offers a clear analysis of romans that
builds on the work of past commentators while still being informed by significant studies and insights of
interpreters today his analysis is critical exegetical and constructive but pastoral in its application
longenecker also sets a course for the future that will promote a better understanding of this most
famous of paul s letters and a more relevant contextualization of its message
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The Epistle to the Romans

2016

the atonement of christ is the heart of christianity christians are not only a people of the book but a
people of the cross in this accessible resource author david l allen carefully summarizes the doctrine of
the atonement with definitions of key terms discussion of key old and new testament texts and a survey
of the historical theories of the atonement addressing topics like the atonement s necessity nature intent
extent and application the atonement answers questions such as is the atonement actual or potential
and is the blood of christ wasted on those who are eternally lost this book will be a go to resource
for all those who wish to understand what christ accomplished on the cross by his death

The Atonement

2019-04-01

the covenant motif in jeremiah s book of comfort textual and intertextual studies of jeremiah 30 33
examines jeremiah s promise of a new covenant that god will interiorize his law into people s hearts this in
depth syntactic semantic and pragmatic study of selected texts in jeremiah 30 33 comprises the
foundation for a superb biblical theology of the new covenant god s pledge that this covenant is not
like the one i made with your fathers is explored in relation to the abrahamic mosaic and davidic
covenants tiberius rata makes a theologically and hermeneutically balanced incursion into old
testament texts used in the new testament and provides a springboard for further discussion on difficult
yet important issues such as the lord s supper and the future of israel

The Covenant Motif in Jeremiah's Book of Comfort

2007

accessible study of end time theories presents a persuasive case for amillennialism the view that christ
reigns now and forever

Case for Amillennialism, A

2003-03

exalting jesus in romans is part of the christ centered exposition commentary series edited by david platt
daniel l akin and tony merida this commentary series to include 47 volumes when complete takes a christ
centered approach to expositing each book of the bible rather than a verse by verse approach the authors
have crafted chapters that explain and apply key passages in their assigned bible books readers will learn
to see christ in all aspects of scripture and they will be encouraged by the devotional nature of each
exposition presented as sermons and divided into chapters that conclude with a reflect discuss section
making this series ideal for small group study personal devotion and even sermon preparation it s not
academic but rather presents an easy reading practical and friendly commentary the cce series will include
47 volumes when complete the author of exalting jesus in romans is tony merida

Exalting Jesus in Romans

2021-04-01

yoonjong kim analyses the divine human relationship in paul s theology focusing on paul s portrayal of
the relationship in romans 1 8 kim stresses that previous studies of this relationship have not paid
sufficient attention to the fact that it is not static but rather exhibits progression and development
towards a goal to address the significance of the human agent s role in the relationship kim employs a
social psychological theory interdependence theory offering a consistent analytic framework for
diagnosing the interactions in a dyadic relationship in terms of the dependency created by each partner s
expectations of outcomes kim explores several key stages of the divine human relationship and the
direction in which the relationship develops throughout romans 1 8 in order to highlight the significance
of the human partners in the course of the development he focuses in particular on betrayal 1 18 3 20
restoration 3 21 26 5 1 11 the oppressive relationship with sin 5 12 8 11 and the investment for the
future 8 12 39 and concludes that although the foundation of the relationship rests on god s initiative
the divine outworking guides the relationship so that it facilitates mutual participation of the human
partners in the restoration and development of the relationship toward the ultimate goal
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The Divine-Human Relationship in Romans 1–8 in the Light of
Interdependence Theory

2020-11-12

this commentary on galatians seeks to provide an originalist understanding of the epistle by viewing paul
as a torah observant apostle of the messiah who was arguing against compulsory proselyte conversion
into pharisaic judaism and not the old testament law of god in general as such this commentary pays
closer attention to the perpetuity of the old testament law of god paul s nuanced use of law nomos
jewish oral tradition and the historical context of gentile proselyte conversion in paul s time the goal
of this commentary is to combine the strengths of evangelical hermeneutics and recent advances in pauline
studies to arrive at a more accurate understanding of the original author s intended meaning within his
own historical context

Misunderstanding Galatians

2021-09-16

paul s language of grace in its graeco roman context was originally published by mohr siebeck in 2003
and is now reprinted by wipf and stock with a new introduction by its author james r harrison the book
was the first major investigation of charis grace favor in its social political and religious context since
g p wetter s pioneering 1913 monograph on the topic focusing on the evidence of the inscriptions papyri
philosophers and greek jewish literature harrison examined the operations of the eastern mediterranean
benefaction system probing the dynamic of reciprocity between the beneficiary and benefactor whether
human or divine before paul s converts were first exposed to the gospel they would have held a variety
of beliefs regarding the beneficence of the gods the apostle therefore needed to tailor his language of
grace as much to the theological and social concerns of the mediterranean city states in his missionary
outreach as to the variegated traditions of first century judaism in terms of human grace although paul
endorses the reciprocity system he redefines its rationale in light of the gospel of grace and transforms
its social expression in his house churches the explosion of grace language that occurs in 2 corinthians 8
9 regarding the jerusalem collection is unusual in its frequency in comparison to the honorific inscriptions
underscoring the apostle s distinctive approach to giving regarding divine beneficence paul accommodates
his gospel to contemporary benefaction idiom but he retains a distinctiveness of viewpoint regarding divine
charis it is non cultic it is mediated through a dishonored and impoverished benefactor it overturns the do
ut des expectation i give so that you may give regarding divine blessing in antiquity harrison s book still
remains the authoritative coverage of the graeco roman context of charis

Paul's Language of Grace in its Graeco-Roman Context

2017-01-03
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